
Model No.:T-Roc plus

The Fotopro T-Roc series uses carbon fiber to combine for high strength with low weight. Professional 
photographers and videographers worldwide continue to trust their cameras to the stability and strength of Fotopro 
tripods. We take pride in the craftsmanship of our products.Improved ball head to prevent sand and dust.Fine 
adjustment of the ball head to keep designed locking force.Tripod pipes made of 100% carbon fiber.Corrosion 
resistant - Use in sand, water, etc...
Suitable for all temperatures.Ideal  for taking pictures near the ground.Includes hard shell carry bag, replacement 
rubber caps and tool for readjusting.Integrated 90 degree titanium slloy spikes for optimal stability on slick surfaces.

Features Benefits

Legs material High quality 100% 1K carton fiber

Center column Two sections , Double protection your camera suddenly drops

Universal quick release plate Anodized aluminum universal quick release plate with 1/4"-20 camera screw

Fine adjustment of the ball head Fix designable locking force of the ball head.

Silicon grip in the leg Comfortable and good hand feeling. 

Hidden hook can be suppended to increase stability by adding weight

3 Angle Leg Options can be adjusted to 3 different positions based on the terrain you are working on

Comfortable rubber twist Locks Only require 1/4 round to lock and unlock, much more durable and ergonomic.

Rubber feet Feet have hidden spikes allowing for ultimate traction On any surface

Vertical Titanium alloy 90° spikes it is designed in 90°,providing strong support even in snow and ice ground

Legs can be 180 degree reflexed

Warranty 5 years

Model No. Color: Description sections Max.D. Loading Folded H. Min H. Max H.  NW UPC Retail price

T-Roc plus grey
High end Tripod -

carbon fiber
4

25mm 15kg 420mm 218mm 1480mm 1490g
6944326368106 $629.00

0.98in 33lbs 16.54in 8.58in 58.27in 3.28lbs

Website:http://www.fotoprousa.com   
Address:492C Cedar Lane #545 Teaneck NJ 07666, USA 
Phone:201-675-4717


